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Motive
Lauri McGill Galentine

laurijo73@hotmail.com

What I remember most
Is the rage in your eyes
As the words from your lips
Broke my heart.
And I question your motive.
I wasn’t the only one
Who sinned that afternoon
You were right there with me.
It was you who said
“Let’s go in the backroom.”
The thing is,
My heart was in it.
And if God looks at the heart
Then I guess your sin
Goes deeper than mine.



a diamond
aeon logan

most of the world lived in desolation
there was only a few remnants of old fires 
that once burned down things that could have been good
Imagine a 
world where you’d see a diamond. In
all the darkness and desperation
there would be one loose random
stone that glittered more that anything else on the planet
Could you imagine a world like that
Could you imagine a simple diamond



And I Don’t

Care
aeon logan

I’m tired of them asking me
and that condescending high-pitched voice
how I’m doing

well, I’m fine
I’m the same I’ve been
and I know that nothing gets better

they tell me it is my attitude
with amazing regularity
they tell me it is my attitude
that makes me think this way

and it doesn’t do me any good
and I’m still angry
and I’ve still lost part of my life

there are a lot of things I don’t care about 
when the beautiful things have decided 
to take a turn for the worse for me

Are things getting better?
Objectively, I can say that I don’t know
and I don’t care



religion
alexandria rand

“We do expect you to marry someone
who shares in your beliefs,”
the man groaned
as he looked at you and said,
“and that means you too, Joe.”
But tell me this:
when you look into my eyes,
do you want to look away?

sometimes the understanding
Sometime the understanding
Travels into the realms of the unknown
All we can do is hope

search
dream

Because we will never find.
Sometimes the light is not enough.



rendering

me
alexandria rand

the heat
the fire
burning my skin
red
hot
stripping me
rendering me
defenseless
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knife
gabriel athens
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It’s Only

The Tip
helena wolfe

there are too many things that I want to say,
but after all these years I’ve forgotten how to speak

I’ve wanted to tell you how I feel 
but I’ve always been afraid to do that
and I’ve always been afraid of looking like a fool

I haven’t been able to tell you everything
and now I’m afraid 
that it’s too late for me
and now I’m going to have to live
with of what I know
all alone

I want someone to share that knowledge with me
I want someone to spend their life with me

I know I should have wanted that before
but I’m telling you, at least I’m trying to tell you now

and I’m still afraid to tell all this to you
and this is only the tip of the ice berg



Learn To

Do That

Too
helena wolfe

Maybe there isn’t much of a chance for us
but other people get to have hopes
so maybe I can learn

I know we don’t have a lot in common
I know that we disagree
you find a lot of my beliefs infuriating

maybe you still do

you’ve been able to shut all that off
and like me anyway
maybe that’s what people do
maybe I can learn to do that too



If I Will

Have Time
marina arturo

Oh brain
take a note

Call Jenny soon about the party next weekend

What else do I have to do
I know I’m forgetting something

I’ll have to get groceries soon
One slice of cheese ane a half a jar of pickles

will not last me a week

Paycheck Friday

What should I make
for dinner tomorrow night
This house needs cleaning

Think

Damn
I need a vacation

I wonder
if I’ll have time
to sleep tonight



It’s You
marina arturo

I loved my soft quilt blanket
When I was only two
But you see, the reason for that was
I never had known you

I had al ittle teddy bear
at the age of four
I loved the bear with all my life
But now I love you more

I loved my rusty bibycle
When I had just turned seven
But now I feel when I’m with you
That I have gone to heaven

I have aged since the younger days
I’ve had a chance to grow
And now it’s no longer things that joy to me brings
It’s you that I love so
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What Are

Those Noises

In The Dark
marina arturo

What are those noises in the dark
that we hear in the night time
just before sleep

Are they ghosts under the bed
Are they bogeymen in the closet

Or is it the sandman opening your door
or is it the tooth fairy lifting your pillow

Maybe it’s just
a restless dog
howling in the night

Yet you seem to hear unknown footfalls
tapping at the ground with eerie creaks

Yet you seem to hear a rustling of curtains
even though there is no breeze

Maybe those noises are only your imagination

Maybe



I Want More

Than That
shannon peppers

I am tired of the one night stands
I want something more

you gave me that
and now I want more than that

When what you give me means nothing
I wanted more than bland sex

can you give me that
was I barking up the wrong tree
Because who can do that for me

I was hoping that you could be that someone



Is it

just me
shannon peppers

I remember how you used to pay attention to me
and how you’d do nice things and wouldn’t forget to call me
or how you wouldn’t forget what was important to me
Is it just me
or do you do this to others too
do other people get used to it, just assume you’ll forget them
Is it just me
or are you on time with other people
or are you ignoring me
Is it just me
is there anything you can do to help yourself
because I think I lost hope for you a while ago

I haven’t lost hope, but I’m getting close



@$%&* Being Alone

shannon peppers

I know I’m picky and need attention and love and support
all this time I thought I could get that from you

I’ve been let down before, I’ve dealt with liars full time
I’ve had to adjust my truths, my perceptions

I’ve adjusted my schedule for you
but I still had a schedule there

and I thought that you would come around
and eventually somehow adhere to it

I’m tired of being let down
all the bad things happening to me

I’ve had to keep to myself all this time
I thought that you wouldn’t do that to me too

I don’t know what I’m trying for 
if you’re not there

are you not even listening

I’ve had to learn to be alone

I was hoping for good news
for someone to understand
something I can understand

to make me happy
I thought it was you

many times I’m going getting kicked in the teeth
there is no light at the end of the tunnel for me

waiting isn’t enough
I can not sit around and wait for you any more

move on, girl

I don’t know what I’m moving to
but I have to be moving to something



Maybe You Can
shannon peppers

I
and there was so much that I wanted to live
and there was more that I wanted to live with you
I’ve been angry, hurt, confused
I’ve even been smart, smarter than people like to admit
I’ve wanted someone to take charge of life
even though I am strong, even though my head is on my shoulders
we women could use that help every once in a wile

I feel like I’ve lived a hard enough life, in some 
respects, and I think it’s my turn to enjoy life
for once, why can’t that happen for me?

II
I’ve gotten good over the years at being a good
liar when I have to be. And no one has to know
when I’m telling the truth.

III
It’s good to know you were worried about me
at least I had that effect on you, at least
I still have power
but I know you’re still with her and I know you’ve
been with other women and I know that you
probably haven’t thought about me
much

I’m sure you weren’t planning to save money and
get a job and well, support me for the rest of
our lives
I didn’t expect that of you and you know,
I didn’t expect that of anyone, for that matter

no, I haven’t expected any answers, even,
I haven’t expected that for years.
But now I want a change
I want someone to know that
I want someone to do something about it
and I don’t think that will come from you



the

hunter

and the

fox
sydney anderson

I’ve been a hunter, you know
I’ve been working at it for a while
I’ve gotten pretty good at it

I’ve been looking for the right prey
all this time
someone I could dominate
isn’t that my role, you konw

Ive been looking for an animal
for a fox
someone that would be a good show-piece

I’ve been looking all this time
and I’m still looking

so where is he



You Know What

I’m Talking

About
sydney anderson

i know it has been years since we have talked
and I know you probably hate me

and maybe you want something different in life
and maybe I would be a nice diversion for you

and maybe I could tell you
that I have gone through a lot too

and maybe we could find consolation in each other
provide relief

maybe you would talk to me
and say things that you could not tell anyone

well, at least not in open places

well, maybe you know what i am talking about 
I have been looking for things

and maybe, just maybe you are looking for things too

maybe something out of life
maybe some comic relief, some attention

maybe I could be that for you
maybe you could be that for me
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